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ABSTRACT

Historically, lenders have been accused of "redlini~[g" minority
neighborhoods as well as refusing to lend to minority ap~!ii~ants.
Considerable bank regulation is designed to prevent both actions. However,
the strong correlation between race and neighborhood makes it difficult to
distinguish the impact of geographic discrimination from the effects of racial
discrimination. Previous studies have failed to untangle these two
influences, in part, because of severe omitted variable bias. The data set in
this paper allows the distinct effects of race and geography to be identified,
and it shows that the evidence for redlining is weak.
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Mortgage lenders are often accused of refusing to extend credit in low-

income and minority neighborhoods. When this traditional "redlining" occurs,

white and minority applications in minority tracts are treated more harshly

than their counterparts in white neighborhoods, even though applications by

whites and minorities may be treated identically within each tract. In fact,

concerns about redlining helped motiva~e some of the regulations imposed by

the Community Reinvestment Act ~CRA); for example, CRA makes lending in poor

neighborhoods a requirement for merger approval. Whether such a policy is

appropriate depends on the nature of any discrimination in mortgage lending;

does it occur against individuals, locations, both, or neither? Prior

attempts t~ test for redlining have been inconclusive, because the data

examined lacked variables vital to the mortgage lending decision. This study

includes almost the entire information set of the -ender. These new data

provide evidence that lenders do not discriminate on the basis of the racial

composition of the neighborhood, at least directly, although they may

discriminate based on the race of the applicant. Therefore, laws such as CRA

aimed at preventing geographic discrimination are unlikely to alter the racial

disparities which occur in mortgage lending.

Previous studies of redlining have produced mixed results. Bradbury,

Case, and Dunham 11989], Avery and Buynak [1981], Dedman et al. [1988], and

Gabriel and Rosenthal [1991] find evidence that the volume of loans originated

in minority tracts is significantly lower than one would expect given certain

neighborhood characteristics. On the other hand, Bentson, Horsky, and

Weingartner [1978], Canner, Gabriel, and Woolley [1991], and Schafer and Ladd

[1981] find little evidence that different neighborhoods receive differential

treatment. Most if these studies examine only accepted applications, and all



of them omit property and applicant characteristics that are both important to

the mortgage lending decision and correlated with either neighborhood

characteristics or race. For this reason, the Federal Reserve Bank Of Boston~,

with the help of the other regulatory agencies, surveyed a large sample of

mortgage applicatlons in the Boston MSA in an attempt to collect data on all

the property, neighborhood, and individual characteristics necessary to

determine whether redlining IS occurring in the mortgage lending market.

Even with a complete data set, separating the effect of the ~acial

composition of the neighborhood from that of the race of the applicant is

difficult, since the two tend to be highly correlated. By including indicator

variables for each neighborhood in every regressi’on, Munnell, Tootell, Browne~

and McEneaney (1996, hereafter MTBM) isolates the role that race plays in the

mortgage lending decision, controlling for the effect of geography. MTBM

finds that, within neighborhoods, race is an economically and statistically

significant determinant in the mortgage lending decision, even after

accounting for the additional variables collected in the extended Survey.

Although discrimination based on the applicant’s race ~s one obstacle to

minority access to credit, discrimination based on the racial composition of

the tract has historically been viewed as a more widespread problem. Yet, the

tract indicator variables used in MTBM to control for all neighborhood effects

cannot identify what these neighborhood characteristics are and what their

relative importance may be. Using tract dummies to isolate the role race may

play within each neighborhood makes it imposs-ble to analyze the effect of any

specific neighborhood characteristic, such as its racial compositlon. Thus,

this study examines the other side of the coin; inst~ad of investigating the

role of race on mortgage lending given all the characteristics of the



neighborhood, here the importance of the racial composition of the

neighborhood is examined controlling for the race of the applicant.

In fact, most previous empirical work and current bank regulation have

been in response to concerns that tract-specific characteristics, such as its

racial composition, are important in the mortgage lending decision. This

paper shows that, with only one caveat, the racial composition of the tract

where the property is located is not significantly related to the mortgage

lending decision. Areas appear to be redlined only because they are inhabited

by mlnorities; if more whites moved into minority neighborhoods, the rate of

lending in these areas would tend to increase.

The first section of the paper discusses the data. Evidence is

presented in section II that the racial composition of the neighborhood plays

little direct role in the mortgage lending decision, but the race of the

applicant does. Section Ill shows that other tract characteristics often

thought to be alternative grounds for redlining also appear to have little

direct effect onmortgage lending. The fourth section examines an indirect

route through which redlinlng may occur: Lenders are more apt to requlre

private mortgage insurance from applications in minority neighborhoods.

Various possible interpretations of the coefficient on race are then examined

in section V. A conclusion foilows.

I. Data: Past and Present

This study builds on the 1990 Home Mortgage Disclosure A~t (HMDA) data

for the Boston Metropolitan Statistical Area by adding an extensive follow-up

survey. H~DA was enacted in 1975 in response to concerns voiced by community

activists that banks had demarcated areas in cities where they were unwilling



to make mortgage loans. The legislation required that banks report the nummer

of mortgage loans made, by location of property. In fact, under CRA the

volume of loan originations in low-income tracts found in the HMDA data is one

criterion for merger approval. These data, however, were never particularly

useful in evaluating lenders’ performance, since ~nformation was collected

only on loans accepted, not on applications made; it was unclear from the

original HMDA data whether a small number of loan originatlons in a

neighborhood was due to low mortgage demand or low credit supply in that area.

Amendments to HMDA in 1989 required that lenders report not ~nly the location

of loans actually made but the location of loans denied, as well as the sex~

race, and income level of all applicants. As a rmsult, beginning in 1990

information became available about the applicant as wel! as the property and

about applications denied as well as those approved.

The 1990 HMDA data showed substantially higher denial rates in minority

tracts than in white tracts, Various definitions of a minority neighborhood

were examined; the predominant description used in this paper is a tract with

over 30 percent minority population.I By this definition, 63 of the 524

tracts with mortgage applications ~n this study were minority neighborhoods.

Table I shows that in our sample~ applicants in minority neighborhoods were

almost three times as likely to be denied a loan as applicants in white areas,

and minorities In general were almost three times as likely to be denied a

mortgage as were whites. Both whites and m~norities were more likely to be

rejected when the property was located in a minority tract, as would be

expecte~ if redlining were occurring. The pattern of denials in the 1990 HMDA

data only fueled the debate about ~oth redlining and discrimination. Some

people argued that the disparities were evidence of redlining and



discrimination on the p~rt of lenders. Others argued that because the HMDA

data omit information on a host of factors that lenders consider in making

mortgage decisions, any conclusions about redlining and racial discrimination

were suspect.

In fact, the HM~A data include only one piece of economic information

about the applicant - namely, income. Income alone actually has less

explanatory power than one might expectl because lower-income borrowers

usually buy lower-priced homes. Lenders put much more weight on measures of

the applicant’s ability to suppo~ the loan, such as the ratio of housing

expense to income, the rati~o of total debt to income, and the stability of the

applicant’S employment; on the applicant’s commitment to debt repayment, as

measured by credit history; on measures of potential loss, Such as the loan-

to-value ratio, the presence of private mortgage insurance, and the stability

of the value of the mortgaged property; and on the characteristics of the

property, such as single-family versus multifamily units.

To augment the 1990 HMDA report and capture the effect of these other

variables on the mortgage lending decision, the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston

gathered information on 38 additional variables from the lenders’ files for a

sample of applications ih the Boston MSA. Variables quantifying several

neighborhood characteristics were also taken from Census data to supplement

the application information.2 Most-important, the Census data were used to

calculate the racial composition of each tract. The sample was designed to

include all ~210 mor{gage applications by blacks and Hlspanics in 1990 and a

random sample of 3300 applications by whites.3 Because the rejection rates

for whites and in white tracts are so much lower than the corresponding

minority rates, a larger number of applications from whites was required to



provide the power necessary to compare white and minority rejections

accurately.

Almost all of the information contained in the standard mortgage

application form was gathered. Several other variables were taken from credit

reports, lenders’ worksheets, and the property appraisal. The additional

variables collected were chosen after repeated conversations wi~h mortgage

loan officers and mortgage underwriters. Every variable these lenders

indicated as important in their decision-making process was collected; the

its thoroughness. A list of the additional variables gathered and their mean

values-are presented in Tables II and Ill, for applications for properties in

minority and white tracts, accepted and denied, and for applications from

minorities and whites, accepted and denied.

Tables II and Ill highlight that differences do exist between mortgage

applications from white and minority tracts and applications from whites and

minorities. For example, the tables reveal that both applications from

minority tracts and applications from minorities tend to have higher loan-to-

value ratios than do applications from white tracts and applications from

whites. Minorities and applicants for properties in minority tracts also tend

to have weaker credit histories and lower income and net wealth than whites

and applicants for properties in white tracts. On the other hand, similar

patterns of debt-to-income ratios for rejected and accepted applications are

found across all four groups. The data in Tables II and Ill suggest an

economic basis for at least some of the difference in the loan rejection rates

found between applications for properties located in minority tracts and those

for properties in white tracts, as well as for .applications by minorities and



applications by whites. The importance of these variables in the mortgage

lending decision must, however, be examined in order to determine the extent

to which these economic distinctions can explain the different denial rates.

Table IV shows that the divergence of these denial rates cannot be

explained using only the HMDA data.4 The four c~lumns present the

coefficients from logistic regressions and linear probability models that

estimate the probability of~ denial based solely on the information collected

for the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act and the Census data. Estimates from t~e

logistic regressions are included beCause they produce consistent estimates of

the standard errors and efficient estimates of the coefficients. Estimates

from the linear probability models are presented because they are easily

interpreted. For all regressions in thls paper, the standard errors in both

the logits and the linear probability models are corrected for

heteroscedasticity and for grouped errors at the tract level. The minority

status of the tract is measured two ways - as a dummy variable indicating if

the tract is more than 30 percent black ~nd Hispanic, and as a continuous

variable representing the percentage of the tract~s population that is black

or Hispanic. Measured either way, the racial composition of the tract appears

to play a statistically significant role in the lending decision, even when

the race of the applicant-is included in the regression. Whether the

variation in rejection rates across these neighborhoods is due to different

distributions of creditworthy applicants in these areas or to redlining,

however, is impossible to ascertain without accounting for the other economic

variables relevant to the mortgage lending decision.



II. Do Mortgage Lenders Redline?

Lenders can redline along several possible dimenslons including the

racial composition of the neighborhood, the income level of the tract, and the

boarded-up and vacancy rates in the area~ Because these neighborhood

characteristics may be correlated, the effect all these variables have on the

probability of receiving a mortgage denial will be examined.

Table V presents logistlc regressions and linear probability models

testing the role that the racial composition of the tract plays in the

mortgage lending decision once all the relevant variables collected in the

survey are included in the analysis.5 If minority neighborhoods are being

redlined, rejection rates in these areas would be higher than expected~ even

after accounting for the important information in the mortgage file. In

columns I, 2, 5, and 6, the coefficients on both measures of a t~act~s

minority status reveal that applications for properties in minority areas have

a rejection rate about 6 percentage points nigher than similar applications in

white tracts. ~hese results support the conclusion that redl~ning is

occurring.

Lenders may appear t~ be redllning, however, only because the race of

the applicant is both important in the mortgage lending decision and

correlated with the minority composTtion of the tract. As a result~ columns

3, 4~ 7 and 8 control for the applicant’s race in order to isolate any

redlining of minority areas. With the race of the applicant included, the

coefficient measuring ~ender redlining becomes insignlficant. On the other

hand, the estimated coefficient on race is significant in all four equations.

Apparently, the minority tract coefficient was significant in equations I~ 2,

5, and 6 only because a disproportionate share of the applicatTons in these



tracts were from minorities. This evidence suggests that dlscrimination based

on the race of the applicant, not the racial composition of the neighborhood~

is occurring.

It is also possible that the applicant’s race or the racial composition

Of the neighborhood is correlated with omitted personal characteristics

relevant to the mortgage lending decision. Thus, the coefficients from re-

estimates of equations 3, 4, 7, and 8 in Table V when the applicant’s age,

education, marital status, number of dependents, and gender are added to the

analysis are presented in Table VI. Only the coefficients of these additional

variables are displayed in Table VI slnce their inclusion has !~ttle effect on

the estimates of the other parameters. Of these other personal

characteristics, only the applicant’s marital status is significant. Again,

however, the race of the applicant and not the racial composition of the tract

is important in the mortgage lending decision.

It is difficult to unravel the effects of race from redlining when

minorities are geographically clustered, yet minority applications in the

Boston sample were not overly concentrated in minority areas; well over 50

percent of all minority applications were for properties located in white

areas. The evidence in Tables V and V] strongly suggests that the race of the

applicant, not the racial composition of the neighborhood, is important in the

mortgage lending decision.

A misspecification of the equations in Tables V and VI could explain the

failure to find evidence of redlining. The racial composition of the tract

may have a highly nonlinear effect on mortgage lending; specifically, lenders

may be particularly averse to loans from areas with a minority population

share above some threshold level other than 30 percent. Alternatively,



geographic discrimination may take on a more subtle form; race and the racial

composition of the neighborhood may interact in the mortgage lending decision.

Lenders may be steering minority applicants away from white neighborhoods,

resulting in ,minority applicants in white areas being treated more harshly

than minority applicants in minority areas - and perhaps the reverse for

whites.~

Table VII examines both these hypotheses by adding the relevant

variables to the base reqressiron in Table V. Again, only the relevant

coefficients are presented. Columns I and 4 include additional dummy

variables indicating tracts with minority population shares from 30 to 50

percent and 51 to 70 percent. The mlnority tract variable is still

insignificant, as are the coefficients on the different subranges. Allowing

for this nonlinear reaction to minority concentration levels also has no

effect on the size or significance of the coefficient on the applicant’s

7race.

Lenders may be discriminating against minorities, discriminating agalnst

minority tracts, and,’or steerlng minorities (whites) to minority (white)

neighborhoods. In columns 2 and 5 the interactive effects are added to the

base model, while columns 3 and 6 further include both the interactive effects

and additional personal characteristics of the applicant. The interactive

coefficient measures the degree of steering in the sample and should be

negative if minorities are being directed toward minority neighborhoods. In

none of the equations presented is the coefficient measuring potential

steering statistically significant. Further~ since racial steering could mask

redlining when the-interactive term is omitted, it is interesting to note that

the coefficient on the minority neighborhood indicator variable remains

I0



insignificant. These results are robust to whatever threshold level of

minority share is chosen as the definition of a minority tract.

Discrimination, not redlining or steering, appears to be occurring in the

mortgage market in Boston°

Most of the unexplained difference between the denial rates in the two

types of tracts is due to the unexplained difference between the denial rates

for minority applications in both~types of tracts. The economic variables in

these equations consistently underpredict the actual minority denial rate by

about 8 percentage points, in both white and minority tracts. It is the race

of the applicant that affects the mortgage lending decision; the location of

the applicant’s property appears far less relevant.

Ill. The Possibility of Non-Racial Redlining

Although redlining is traditionally viewed as a refusal by banks to lend

in areas with large minority populations, lenders may also avoid dilapidated

or low-income neighborhoods, regardless of the race of the residents. That

i~s, redlining need not be based on the racial composition of the neighborhood

but could be based on other attributes of the tract. In fact, tracts with

high rates of vacancy and boarded~up property, as well a.s thos~ with many Iow-

Income residents, do have higher actual rejection rates. Table VIII presents

tests for these alternative forms of redlining. Equations I to 6 in Table

VIII add to the base ~quation such tract-specific variables as the rent-to-

’value ratio for property in the area~ the median income level of households in

the neighborhood, and the vacancy and boarded-up rates in the tract.~ Only

the rent-to-value ratio of property in the tract is significant in the lendlng

II



decision, suggesting that the higher the rent-to-value, the higher the asset

risk and the higher the probability that an application will be denied.

The inclusion of these additional tract variables has no effect on the

results on discrimination, redlining, or steering. Both measures of the

racial composition of the tract are stiil statistically insignificant, and the

coefficients on the race and minority tract interactive varlable in columns 3

and 6 show little evidence of steering. Omitted tract characteristics do not

seem to explain the lack of evidence of redlining. Furthermore, there is

little evidence that redlining is occurring along other characteristics of the

tract. The difference in rejection rates between tracts that vary along any

one of these neighborhood traits is explained by the economic characteristics

of the applicants for properties in these different tracts. The influence of

tract characteristics are either very slight or not well captured by the

Census data°

IV. Ind-rect Forms of Redlining

The data indicate that lenders are not redlining mlnority neighborhoods

When deciding whether to grant a mortgage loan, but this finding is not

sufficient to conclude that the racial composition of the tract plays no role

in the mortgage lending process. Forcing an applicant to seek private

mortgage insurance (PMI) can be an important part of the mortgage decislon~

since an application rejected for PMI almost always is rejected for the loan~

and applications accepted for PMI must pay more for the loan. PMI is

discussed in detail in Canner and Passmore (1994) and Tootell (1995).

Essentially, private mortgage insurance i..s purchased by the borrower to

protect the lender from losses caused by asset price deflation and foreclosure



costs. Since PMI is costly, if applications for loans on properties in

minority tracts, or from minorities, are more likely to be forced to acquire

PMI, the redlining, or discrimination, would be in terms of price rather than

action taken.

In order to test this hypothesis, the determinants of the lender’s

decision to require PMI must be examined. PMI is usually demanded when the

down payment is less than 20 percent of the assessed value of the property and

the loan is to be sold in the secondary market.9 The importance of these

secondary market guidelines should be captured by the thresholds used to

define the different segments of the loan-to-value ratio in all the

regressions presented in thls paper.I° Yet, the loan-to-value ratio need not

be all that determines whether PMI ~s required. If the 16a.n is to be held in

the bank’s portfollo, applicants may be forced to acqulre PMI even if the down

payment is greater than 20 percent or, conversely, the lender may eschew PMI

even if the down payment is less than 20 percent. Since much more discretion

is involved when deciding whether to require PMI for portfolio loans, other

variables besides the loan-to-value ratio Could also be significant in the

decision. Essentially, the lender’s request for PMI will depend on its

assessment of the expected costs and risks of a default; thus, many of the

determinants of the mortgage decision might also help explai.n the decision to

require PMI.

In fact, the major determinant of whether PMI is requested is whether

the loan-to-value ratio is greater than 80 percent, as one would expe~t given

the secondary market guideline. A poor mortgage history and low net wealth

also increase the odds that PMI will have to be sought. Other tract

characteristics, like the boarded-up and vacancy rates, tend to have the

13



expected effect on the decision. Yet, holding all these economic and personal

variables constant, the racial composition of the tract significantly helps to

explain whether PMI is required.11

Possible redlinin~ in the decision to require PMI raises concerns about

whether the varlable in the base regression indicating that PMI was denied is

masking redlining in the mortgage lending decision. The relevant coefficients

of the base equation are reproduced in columns I and 4 of Table IX. The

specification includes the dummy variable indicating a PM~ rejection;

~nclusion of this vari

responsibility for denial~ by mortgage insurers. Alternatively, columns 2 and

5 present the coefficients of interest from a mortgage denial regression when

lenders are given responsibility for PMI denials. The size of the coefficient

on the minority tract indicator variable increases when the denied PMI

variable is omitted, and it approaches statistical significance at the

percent level, which is consistent with the idea that the PMI decision is

hiding redlining. Finally, columns 3 and 6 drop these PMI rejections from the

sample altogether. This specification examines lender behavior when PMI

rejections are not an issue at all. The size of the coefficient on the

minority tract variable declines without the PMI denials and it no longer is

close to s~gnificant at the 5 percent level.I~ Including the other tract

variables in this analysis has no effect on these basic results. Thus, any

evidence of redlining in mortgage denials is contained in the PMI denials.

Theory is not clear about how best to specify PMI’s role in the mortgage

lending decision.~ Including a dummy variable to indicate whether an

application was denied PMI gives the lenders credit for granting basically

every loan in a minority area once PMI is acquired, even though they were

14



forced to acquire PMI. Omitting that variable makes the lenders alone

responsible for that rejection. In truth, lenders share responsibility for

these rejections.

There is little evidence that the racial composition of the tract

directly increases the probability that a mortgage will be denied. However,

some evidence suggests that the decislon to require PMI depends on the

min’ority composition of the tract. This indirect form of redlinTng would

increase the price paid by applications from these areas.

V. The Effect of Race

The raclal composition of the neighborhood does not appear to directly

affect the mortgage lending decision~ but the race of the applicant does. Th~

exact interpretation of the positive coefficient on the race variable is,

however, debatable. Three alternative explanations are possible. Omitted

variables may still exist that are positively correlated with both race and

the probability that a loan will be denied. Alternatively, statistical

discrimination, where race is an effective proxy for loan profitability, may

be the source Of the significantly higher probability of mortgage denial for

minorities. And finally, the coefficient on race could be capturing the

effects o.f discrimination based on race t~at are uncorrelated with the

profitability of the application.~4

A closer examinatior of this data set finds little support for the

Conclusion that important variables nave been omitted or that statistical

discrimination is occurring. The purpose Of the study was to include any

variable that 7s systematically in the lenders~ information set, and there is

strong evidence that this goal was accomplished. Further~ although the data

15



in this paper were not designed to examine whether statistical discrimination

is occurring, what information they do contain concerning this issue does not

justify the conclusion that race’s use as a signal of a higher conditional

default probability explains the size and significance of its role in the

mortgage lending decision.

A. Omitted Variable Bias

Studies of mortgage lending have been rife with complaints of omitted

variable bias. Previous research, and any analysis using only the raw HMDA

data, certainly suffer from this problem. The ~oston Fed attempted to

reproduce the information set of the lender in order to assess the role of

race in the mortgage lending process. Accordingly, every variable on the

standard loan form, as well as important information from the credit reports

and the property appralsal, was collected. Many loan officers and

underwriters in the Boston area were consulted to ensure that no variables

important to the mortgage lending decision had been omitted from the survey,

and every variable they mentioned as important was collected. FUrthermore,

all the information systematically provided to any secondary market buwer of

the loan is in the data set collected for this study. Omitted idiosyncratic

variables correlated with race could still exist, but in order for the

omission of such variables to have a large effec~ on the e~timate Of the

coefficient on race, they must be correlated with race even after accounting

for all the other variables in this s~udy. For example, idiosyncratic

variables may be correlated with incomes location, educational attainment~ and

so forth, which are also correlated with race, but race remains important in

the mortgage lending decision even after including all these other variables

in the analysis. Whether an important factor has been omitted is always

16



difficult to disprove. However, the prima facie case for an important omitted

varlable is not compelling.

It is possible that any important omitted variables would affect the

estimation of the coefficients of other variables collected in the extended

survey. Omitted variables correlated with race might also be correlated with

other individual characteristics. For example~ education In and of ~tself has

no clear relationship to the probability of default, although it could be

positively correlated with omitted variables, such as future income, that do

affect the mortgage lending decision. If the effect of future income was not

being captured by the variables in the base model, this correlation would

produce a significant coefficient on educatlon in the full model.

Table × examines this hypothesis for a collemtion of other indiviGual

characteristics that might be related to possible omitted variables but n~t

intrinsically important to the mortgage lending decision. The first column

presents the coefficient estimates and t-statistics for these other personal

characteristics in a regression of mortgage denial on just these variables and

race. The coefficients on the applicant’s marital status, race, and whether

the amplicant had schooling beyond college were all significant beyond the 5

percent level, while the coefficients on the applicant’s number of dependents

and years on the current job are statistically significant at the 10 percent

level. Higher education and being married significantly increase the

probability of getting approved, while fewer years on the job and more

dependents decre~ase it.

Once the other variables in the base regression are included in the

estimation, column 2, only the borrower’s marital status and race still

significantly affect the decision to lend~ even at the 10 percent level.15

17



However, both these coefficients decline by the same order of magnitude. The

final regression includes dummy variables for each tract as well. The

inclusion of the tract variables tends to have little effect on any of the

coefficient estimates for these personal characteristics. Yet now, of all

these personal characteristics that could be correlated with omitted

variables, only race remains significant in the lending decision. Clearly

omitting these control variables biases upwards the coefficient estimates of

all the personal characteristics, including race. The fact that race alone

among ~hese characteristics remains statistically significant, once %hese

other control variables are included in the ana-ysis, suggests that it is

affected less. The insignificance in the base model of these other individual

characteristics with no clear relationship to the mortgage lending decision

suggests that no important factors correlated with these individual traits

have been omitted. Inclusion of these control variables does lessen the

effect of race~ the real issue is whether other such variables are still being

omitted.

There appears to be little evidence that important Variables

systematically related to the mortgage lending decision have been omitted.

Further examination of omitted variable bias requires specification of exactly

which varlables important to the decision are missing, proof that the lenders

collect this information, and evidence that these variables are correlated

with the race of mortgage applicants.

B. Statistical Discrlmination

Statistical discrimination occurs when the base probability of default

of one identifiable group is greater than that of another. The higher default

probability is not necessarily related to economic fundamertals but is simply

18



a statistical relationship. If the default rate for minorities, holding all

else in the lender’s information set constant, is higher than t.he rate for

whites, statistical discrimination could produce a slgnificant race

coefficient in the denial equation. If statistical discrimination were

occurring, the default probability of the marginal application for whites and

for minorities should be equal, and the coefficient on race in the fully

specified denial equation should be positlve and statistically significant.

It is often argued, conversely, that if the race coefficient in the denial

equation is significant owing to taste-based dfscrimination, then the minority

default rate should be lower as, on average, higher-Quality minority

applicants would be selected.I~

However, Tootell [1993; 1995] and Yinger [1993] show how examining the

average default rates fails to prove whether any discrimination that might me

occurring is statistical or taste-based. Firms lend at the margin, while

accepted applications vary over a spectrum of denial probabilities. It is

possible that the marginal minority loan that qualifies for a mortgage is of

higher quality than the marginal white loan that qualifies, yet the average

creditworthiness of the accepted minorities is lower than that of the accepted

whites. If the distribution of minorit-es is skewed toward weaker

appli.cations, then more of their accepted applications will be near the

potentially higher threshold for marginally acceptable minority loans. Tables

II and Ill reveal that, in fact, on average minority applications are slightly

weaker, even for accepted loans. Yet it is whether, at the margin, a white

loan is accepted and a similar minority loan is denied that deterFines if

taste-based discrimination is occurring, not a comparison of the average

qualifications of accepted applications.
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In fact, default studies have not shown conclusively that the

cohditional probability of default for mino~itles is higher than that for

whites. Some findings, as in Van Order~ Weston~ and Zorn [1992] and Berkovec.

Canner, Gabriel, and Hannan [1994] suggest that minorities are just as likely

or more likely to default, as would be consistent with a finding justifying

statistical dTscrimination.17 However, these studies omit variables such as

credit history, which are positively Correlated with race and rejection; th~s

biases upward the estimation of the Conditional default probability of

minorities, and makes it difficult to interpret th~ results from these

studies.~

Finally, attempting to account for possible statistical discrimination

with these data did not affect the results. Using the applicant’s credit

~istory as the dependent variable, the applicant’s probability of defaulting

on other forms of debt was calculated as a function of race, net wealth~ years

on the job, and other personal and financial characteristics available to the

lender.I~ The predicted default probabilities were then included in the

equation explaining mortgage denials. Since race was significant in the first

stage regression, every minority applicant was expected to have a higher

probability of mortgage default in this specification. Generalizing the

higher default propensities to minorities who do not themselves have a record

of a default reduces somewhat the importance of race, but it still does not

eliminate the effect of minority status on the mortgage lending decision. As

a result, any basis for statistical discrimination found in this data set

still does not explain the significant coefficient for race in the denial

equatlon.

2O



Although these data are not sufficient to distinguish perfectly between

taste-based dlscrimination and statistical discrimlnation~ what tests can be

performed with this data set suggest that sta.tist-ca~ discrimination is not

the explanation for the significance of the race coefficient. The evidence

here indicates that the correlation between race and the consumer delinquency

probabilities does not explain the coefficient on race in the denial

regression. Current studies of m~rtgage default data are also inadequate to

provide clear evidenCe on whether race is correlated with defaults. In any

event, however relevant this debate is for theory, whether statistical

discrimination, taste-based discriminatlon, or both are occurring is

irrelevant to issues of enforcement, since they are both illegal.

VI. Conclusion

It is usually difficult to unravel the possible effect of race from the

possible effect of the racial composition of the neighborhood. In Boston,

these two forces can be identified since over 50 percent of the minority

applicants applied for mortgages on properties in predominantly white areas.

The extended HMDA data show that lenders do not appear to be redlining

neighborhoods bas.ed on the racial composition of the tract, the average income

in the area, or a variety of other neighborhood characteristics. There is

some evidence that redlining is occurring in the lender"s decision to require

PMI. However, the evidence of discrimination in Boston strongly points to a

reluctance of lenders to make loans to minoritie~ wherever they apply~ and not

to a reluctance of lenders to extend credit in poor areas that happen to be

mlnority.



ENDNOTES

I.    Alternative thresholds for the definition of a minority tract were
examined in all the empirical work, and most of the estimatlon in the paper
includes the minority population share, a continuous variable. The results
.are not sensitive to the choice of the threshold. The 30 percent level is
selected because tracts were either heavily minority, above 80 percent, or
heavily white, below 30 percent minority. The threshold is set low for two
reasons. First, lenders may look at neighborhoods as white versus nonwhite
tracts, suggesting a low minority threshold may be ~elevant. Further, so few
whites applied in tracts with a high minority composition that the power of
many of the most interesting tests was very low when a higher threshold was
set~ It cannot, however, be rejected that the effect of being in a tract that
is roughly 30 percent minority differs from being in one that is above 80
percent minority. It also cannot be rejected that blacks and Hispanics, or
black tracts and Hispanic neighborhoods, are ~reated identically. As a result
the two groups are pooled.

2.    The 1990 Census of Population and Housing STF IA is the source of all
the Census data used in the study.

3.    Only conventional, home-purchase loans were examined in order to avoid
any complications that might arise from the potential use of different lending
standards for refinances and government-guaranteed FHA/VA loans.

4.    Several of the independent variables examined in the paper are missing
some observations. The sample analyzed in each regression is as large as
possible once these missing Observations are excluded from the analysis. As a
result, the sample size varies slightly across some of the tables.

5.     The debt and loan-to-value ratios, credit history, local labor market
conditions, type of building purchased, and race of the applicant are all
important determinants of the lender’s decision to approve or deny a loan.
The loan-to-Value ratio is separated into three segments, with thresholds at
80 and 95 percent. MTBM examines the importance of all the variables
collected in the survey. The most robust specification is presented in Table
V. The base results are, however, robust to a wide variety of specifications;
for example, the probability of experiencing a Fpell of unemployment was
calculated in several ways depending on the applicant’s occupation, industry~
and personal characteristics, with no effect on the differential in rejection
rates between minorities and whites. Further, none of the d~fferent
functional specifications examined, including nonlinear threshold effects
around the secondary market standards for the housing expense-to-income ratio,
the total obligations-to-income ratio, and the loan-to-value ratio, as well as
other nonlinear and interactive relationships of the variables, altered the
findings for the coefficient on race or minority tract. A complete discussion
of the other variables in the survey found to be insignificant in the loan
denial equation, and of the different specifications examined, can be found in
MTBM.

6.    Although real estate agents have frequently been accused of steering~
mortgage lenders might be less likely to indulge in this practice since their
involvement in the purchase is less visible.



7.    The same results occur if deciles are used when creating the different
composition dummies.

8.    Several observations are lost in regressions using the Census median
tract income variable because of missing data. The boarded-up and vacancy
rates are dummy variables equal to one when the tract’s value of these
varlables is over two standard deviations above the mean. The median income
variable in the tract is a dummy variable indicating when the value of this
variable is a standard deviation below the sample mean. The results do not
depend on the thresholds chosen or even whether the variables are used
continuously. One justification for using indicator variables~ however, is
that these variables attempt to capture asset-price risk. Since lenders would
only share in ~he losses, not the gains, from asset price changes, they are
disproportionately concerned about the lower tails of the asset-price risk.

9.    On rare occasions in 1990 the secondary market would purchase mortgages
with loan-to-value ratios above 80 percent and no PMI.

10.    Loan-to-value ratios of 80 percent and 95 percent represent the
thresholds for the secondary market guidelines for requiring PMI and,
generally, rejecting a loan even with PMI. As a result, the thresholds ~hosen
for the segments of the loan-to-value ratio in every regresslon, 80 and 95
percent, should capture the importance of these secondary market standards for
~MI.

11. Lenders may be redlining minority neighborhoods indirectly by forcing
applicants from these tracts to acquire PMI. Yet, it is also possible that
applications that otherwise wouqd have been rejected are given an extra chance
if they qualify for PMI; in. such a case, this ~ndirect form of redlining would
represent not an added burden for applicants in these areas, but another
chance. To test whether PMI is being used as a boost rather than an added
hurd.le to applications from minority areas, the sample was divided into
applications with very low loan-to-value ratios, strong credit histories, and
low obligation ratios, and those with weak values for these variables. If
seeking PMI represents an extra chance for applicants from minority
neighborhoods, the coeffiCient on the minority tract variable in the decision
to require PMI would be larger for the weaker applications. On the contrary~
this coefficient is larger in the subsample of stronger apDlications.
Apparently lenders are not helplng weaker applicatlons in minority tracts Dy
requiring them to get PMI but are imposing a higher price on stronger
applications that happen to be for properties located in mlnority areas.

12. When the continuous measure of the racial composition of the tract is
included in the regression without the denied PMI variable, it is
statistically significant: When observations that were rejected by .PMI are
removed from the. sample, the coefficient on the continuous nelghborhood racial
composition variable becomes insignificant.

13. Still another alternative specification, including both a dummy variable
for applications that sought PMI and a variable that interacts the loan-to-
value ratio with this dummy variable~ also finds no direct redlining in the
mortgage lending decision.



14. Note that even if statistical discrimination is possible, its cost might
be prohibitive because of the possibility of legal recourse. If these
punitive costs are, in fact, prohibitive, the lenders would not choose to
discriminate. In that case, the coefficient on race in the denial equation
would be zero, even if minorities did have a higher conditional probability of
defaulting.

15. The significance of the marital status indicator variable is not robust
to alternative specifications. As a result, it is omitted from the base
model.

16. The minority default rate need not be lower under some models of taste-
based discrimination. For example, if discrimination does not take the
rational form of reauiring stronger applications from minorities, the sign of
the coefficient on race in a default regression would be uncertain.

17. Even a finding that, all else held constant, minorities have a higher
probability of defaulting on a loan says little about whether discrimination
is occurring at the margin, however. See Tootell 11993; 1995] and Yinger
[1993].

18.    It is also unclear whether the conditional default propensities from
different loan characteristics are known by the lender. If lenders did not
know the conditiona.l default propensity, they would have no information that
would motivate statistical discrimination.

19. There are several, problems with modelling the probability of default in
this way. The data from the mortgage lending survey are not ideal for
uncovering the determinants of consumer defaults because the determinants of
consumer defaults may differ from those of mortgage defaults. Furthermore~
the mortgage lending decision is forward-looking, not backward-looking.
Looking backward at credit history also raises questions of timing. It is
unclear whether the right-hand-side variables were valid at the time of, or
before, the credit history blemish occurred. For example, a consumer default
may have occurred when the apolicant was a student; in that case, the
eduoation variable used in these first stage regressions would be too large.
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White applicants

Minority applican~s

Total b,v" tract

Table I
Mortgage Denial Rates

White Tracts

10%

24%

12%

Minority Tracts

17%

33%

31%

Total by race

10%

28%



Table [t
Mean Values of Variables Collcctdd by the Follow-up Survey: by Tract

Mortgage Applicanon tor l/ropertms Located m: Wrote I racts LtlacK J facts

Accepted Rejected Accepted Rejected
Personai;Finan.ci~il Characteristics
1 Mean age of applicant 36.6 36.6
2. Mean age of coapplicant 26~1 23.6
3. Mean years of school ~,applicant) 15.5 14.9
4. Mean years of schoo] (coapplicant) 1(1.5 9.2Z
5. Mean number of years in line of work (applicant) 10.8 9.94
6 Mean nnmber of vear~ in line of work (coapplicant5 8.1 "7 ?6
7. Mean number of applicant dependents 0.75 0.88
8. Mean number of years on job (appticanO 6.64 5 98
9. Mean number of ),ears on job (eoappli~ant) 5 I2 5.33
10 Proportion self-employed 0.12 0.17
l l Mean base monthly income ~,applicant) 4374 6 4001 6
12 Mean base monthly income (coapplicaut) 1378.6 1487.7
13 Mean total monthly income Lapplicant) 5008.8 4647.6
14 Mean total monthly income (coapplicant) 1490.8 1687.5
15 Mean proposed monthly housing expense ($) I487.3 1510.9
] 6 Mean purchase pricc ($) 195.594 180.690
17 Mean valt~e liquid assets <$) 89.990 318,870
18. Mean value total asse~s ($) 345.080 353.980
19~ Mean of ne~wortb 26{/.4 284.20
20. Mean total nonhousing monthly payments ($) ~t’7"7 13 594.2(/
21. Mean value of total liabilities ($) 84.690 69,8t(/
22. Mean obligation ratio (housing expeuseiincome.~ 24.9 29.(I
23. Mean total obligation, ratio (total obligations/income) 32 1 39.45
24. Mean of nnemployment regmn 3.78 4 12
25. Mean of probability of unemployment 0 19 0.22

35.3
20.5
13.9
7.3
7.72
6,86
0 92
5.80
4.49
0.05
2477.7
942.!0
2816.1
995.2
1058.7
127.980
22,710
89,990
62.5
271 10
27,440
25 1
32,4
3.67
0.24

372
t9.6
137
7.2
84~
5.28
0.88
5 eta

( .09
250880
779 10
2866 ~
914.50
1107 10
14{_039
24
83,360
34.01
447 5f
a9,353
30 ]
41.7
3.92
0.22

Credit History
26. Mean of no late mortgage payments 0.33 0.21
27 Mean of no mortgage paymem his~oO, 0 64 0.72
28. Mean of one or two late mortgage payments 0.02 0.03
29 Mean of more than two late mortgage payments 0.008 0.03
30. Mean of no "slow pay’ consumer account 0.61 0 32
31. Mean of one or two slow pay consumer accounts 0 t8 0 17
32. Mean o.f more than two slow pay consmner accounts 0.05 0.(/8
33. Mean of insufficient consumer credit history 0.03 0.05
34. Mean Of delinquent consumer credit history 0.07 ) I4
35. Mean of serious consumer delinquencies 0,06 0.24
36. Proportion with public records 0.05 0.27
37. Mean number of commercial credit reports on file 1 48 1.55
38, Mean number of credit lines on repor~ 13.4 14.2

0.I6
0.84
0.00
0.0(t4
0.53
0.13
0.05
0.09
0.0.8
012
0.06
1.45
9.27

( 10
0.89
0 (}2
0 0(
0.25
0 ] 0
O.]l
0.I5
0.18
0.21
0.23
1.38
9.50

Loan anti Property Characteristics
39. Fixed loan 0.66 0.64
40. Term (Months) 343.5 344 4
41. Proportion for special programs 0 03 0.04
42. Mean appraised value of property ($) 24(/,880 184,072
43. Proportion denied private mortgage insurance 0.001 0.14
44. Mean of loan-to-value rauo (I.75 0.84
45 Mean number of umts in properb: purchased 1.12 1.25
Neighborhood Characteristics
46. Mean of rent to value in tract 0.08 0 13
47. Median income in trac~ 55,669 52,445
48. Boarded-up rate (/.(/2 0 02
49. Vacancy rate 0.06 0.06
50. Nmnber of white applicants t965 220
51. Number of black/hispamc applicants 299 97
Note: i’ercentage base for eacl~ item does not include applicants mr whom information was

0.67
355.8
0.28
139,5t3
0.008
0.85
1.58

) 75
357
0.32
I45.532
0,25
0,89
1.86

0, t6
28,830
0.10
0.10
48
19t

0.14
28,744
009
0.1(

1 o
95

ii!isslng.



Table
Values of Variables Collected on 1992 Follow-up Survey

Applications bv Whites           Applications by Blacks/Hispan~cs
Characterisiic Accepted Rejected Accepted Rejected

Personal/Financial Characteristics
I. Mean age of applicant 36 36 37 37
2. Mean a~e of coapplicant 26 22 24 23
3. Mean years of school (applicant) 16 15 14 t4
4. Mean years of school (coapplicant) 11 9 9 9
5. Mean number of applieant dependents 0.7I. 0.82 {/.98 0.94
6. Mean number of years in line of work ~applicant) I 1 1 l 9 8
7. Mean number of years in line of work ~coapplicant) 8 9 " 6
8. Mean number of years on job ~,applicant) v 6 6 5
9. Mean number of years on job ~coapplicant) 5 6 5
10. Proportion self-employed 0 12 0.22 0~08 0.07
11 Mean base monthly income [applicant) 4,439 4,150 3,I86 3,0(18
12 Mean base monthly income (coapplicant) 1,378 1,475 1,169 [ 1 t5
13. Mean total monthly income (applicant) 5.096 4,911 3.581 3359
14. Mean total monthly income (coapplicant) 1.484 1,684 1,276 1269
15 Mean proI~osed monthly housing expense ($) 1.499 1.579 1,229 1209
16: Mean purchase price ($) 198.000 !89,000 151,000 I4! [)00
17. Mean value tiquid assets ($) 94,000 !40,000 40,000 43,000
18. Mean value iota1 assets ($) 365.000 442.000 139,700 I0l [)0(
19. Mean of networth 275,(/00 354.000 103,000 64,00(
20. Mean total nonhousing monthly payments ($) 474 588 391 522
21 Mean value of total Iiabilities ($) 90,000 88,(!0(/ 36 000 37,00(/
22. Mean obligation ratio (housing expense/income) 24 80 29.50 25.20 29.0
23 Mean total obligation ratio (total obligations/income~ 32 00 40.32 32.83 39,69
24. Mean of unemployment reglo~ 3.8 ! 4.37 3.61 3.71
25. Mean of probability of unemploymen~ 0 19 0.22 0.23 0.23
(~redit H~istor~,
26. Mean of no late mortgage paymen~ 0.35 0.25 0.I7 0.09
27 Mean of one or two late mortgage payments 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.02
28. Mean of no mortgage paymen~ history, 0.63 0.67 0.81 0.87
29. Mean of more than two late mortgage payments 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.(2
30. Mear~ of no "slow pas’" consumer account 0.62 0.37 0 53
31 Mean of one or two slow pay consumer accounts 0 19 0 19 0.13 0.11
32 Mean of more than two slow pay consumer accounts 0.05 0.08 0.08 0.
33. Mean of insufficient consumer credit histo~’ 0.02 0.03 0.07 0 13
34. Mean of delinquen~ consumer credi~ history, 0.07 0 11 0.08 0.20
35. Mean of serious consumer delinquen :ies 3.05 0.21 0.12 0.26
36 Proportion with public records (t.04 0.22 0.09 0.3
37. Mean number of commercial credit reports on file 1 2 2
38 Mean number of credi~ lines on repor~ 14 15 11 I I
Loan and Property Characteristics
39 Fixed loan 0.68 0.66 0,6(! 0.69
40 M~an term 347.23 346 84 356.27 357.79
4 I. Special Programs ?.03 0.03 0.17 0.2(/
42 Mean appraised value of property ($) 208.00( 192.000 159, ?00 153_000
43 Proportion denied private mortgage insurance 0.00 0.15 0.00 0118
44. Mean of loan-to-value ratio 0.74 0.83 0.85 0.88
45. Mean number of units in property purchased 1.!2 1 25 1.36 1.58
Neighborhood Characteristic
46. Mean of rein to value ratio in Tract 0.08 0.1~ 0.12 0 17
47. Median income in tract 56,091 54,767 40,279 36.89I
48. Boarded-up ra~e .02 .02 0.06 0.(!5
49. Vacancy rate .06 .06 0.07 0 (/8
50. Mean in minority tracts 48 10 19] 95
51. Mean in white tracts I965 220 299 97
Note: Percentage base for each item does not include applicants for whom in!bmaation was missing



Table IV

Determinants Of Mortgage Lending: Tests of Redlinirig Using the Original HMDA Data.

Dependent Variable = 1 if application is
denied

Logi~ Linear Probability

Constant -2.46 -2.48 0.06 0.06
(-]7.8) (-17.8) (3.60) (3.361

Loan amount/income 0 10 0. l 0 0.02 0.02
.02) (2.03) (2.24) (2.25)

Jumbo

Personal and Tract Characteristics

.24 0.24 0.03 0.03

.3 9) ( 1.427 ( 1.22) i .25)

Female -0.08 -0.09 -0.009 -0.0 l
(-0.55) (-0.64) ~-0.53) (-0.63)

Minority tract 0.44 0.08
(2.60) (2.55)

% MinoriU in neighborhood 0.006 0.001
(3.32) (3 28)

Race 1.06 !.02 0.15 0.14
(7.92) (7.38) (6.76) (6.1~)

Log likelihood -1100.6 -1100.0

Adjusted R-squared 0.06 0.06

Number of observations 2866 2866 2866 2866

Jumbo - I if the amount of the loan is greater than $ I92,000 and zero otherwise. Minority Tract = I if t~e populalion
of the tract is over 30 percent minont3, and zero otherwise, t-statistics, ad.iusted for heteroscedasticity and for
grouped errors at the tract level, are in parentheses.



Table V

Tests of Mortgage Redlinin~ Inclnding lhe Variables from the. Extended Sur~ey

Dependent Variable = 1 if Application is Denied Logi! Linear Probability

Collsta~t

AbiliB" 1o Support Loan

Housing expense

Total debt" paymeuts/income

Net wealth

Unemployment reg

Self employed

Consnmer Credit Histo~w

One or two slow pay

More than two slow pay accounts

Insu~cient credil histo~’

Delinquencies

Serioos delinqueucms

Morlgage Credit Itisto~w

No mm~gage histoD’

Ol~c or two slow acCOtll~tS

More than two late payments

Redlining excluding Race Redlining aud Race Redlining excluding race

-6.58 -6.60 -6.62 -6.63 -0.21 -0.22
(-19,40) (-10.40) (-10.51 (- 10.51 (-6.71) (-6.79)

0.46 0.46 0,45 0.45
(3.14) ~3.15) (3.04) (3.04)

0.05 0,05 0.05 0.05
(5,06) (5.09) (5.121 (5:13)

0.00007 0,00007 0.00009 0:00008
(1.96) (1.881 (2,33) (2.29)

0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08
(2.32) (2.28) (2.64) (2.6 l)

0.41 0.41 0.42 0,46
(2:19) (2.21 ) (2.25) (2.26)

0.64 0_64 0.64 0.64
(3.54) (3.52~ (3.54) (3.53)

0.87 0,86 0,78 0.7.8
(3,22) (3.19) (2.83) (2.83)

1.59 1,58 1.51 1.51
(5.71) (5,74) (5.47) (5.51)

1.34 1.32 1.30 1,30
(6.38) (6.3 I) (6.20) (6.183

1.63 .62 1.58 1 57
(8.60) ¢8.49/ (8.20) (8.17)

0.34 0.33 0.30 0.30
(I.90) (I,82) , ~1.651 ,1.62)

0:69 0.68 0.66 0.66
(1.50, (I.491 (1.42) (1.42)

1.17 1.17 1.15 1.15
(2.35) (2.32) (2.32) (2.3.1

Redlining and Race

-0.21 -0.21
(-6,78) (-6.83)

0.06 0,06 0,06 0.06
(3.60) (3.60) (3.53) (3.53)

0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005
(6.36/ {6.35~ (6.37) (6.98)

0.0(10008 0.000008 0.000009 0.00009
(I.g]) (1.84) (1,89) (1,89)

0.0(17 0.007 0.007 0,00"~

(2.13) (2.12) (2.3 I) (2.30)

0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
(2.2(11 (2.201 (2.23) (2.231

O.Oa 0.04 0.04 0.04
~3.1 (1) (3.03) (3.09) (3.08)

0.06 C 06 0.06 0.06
(2.18) (2.14) (t.92) (1.91)

0.15 0.15 0.15 0.14
(4, I (1) (4. I0) (3.89) (? ,91)

0.13 0. t3 0.13 0.13
(5.02) (5.0) (4,96) (4,95)

0.19 0:19 0.18 0.18
(6.941 (6.86) t 6.73) (6.70)

0.0~ 0.02 0.02 0.02
.96) (1,87) (1.67) (1.64)

0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
1.0.33 (1.02) { 1.00) (l.O0)

0.15 0.15 0.15 1.15
1.751 (1.75) (1.74) (l,74)

l}ublic record histma" 1.32 1.33 1.2-4 1.25
7.09) (7. I 2"~ (6,68) (6.68)

0.2 I 0.2 0.20 0.20
"6.63~ v6.6% 6.,123 6.43’



Table V continued

Logit Linear Probability
Del?endent Variable = t if Application is Denied Redlining excluding Race Redlining and Race RedlJnmg excluding Race Redhnmg and Race
Property Characteristic

Two.to four-family home 0.49 0.48 0.44 0.43 0,05 0:05 0.05 0.05
(2.95) (2.90) (2.60) (2.57) (2.72) (2.65) (2.34) (2.31)

Not oxvner occupied 1.06 1.05 1.13 I. 12 0.1 (I 0.10 0.10 0.10
(3.28) (3.26"~ (3.50) (3.49) (2.89) (2.89) (3.01 ) (3.00)

Terms of Loart

Denied private mortgage insurance

Loan/appraised value low

Loan/appraised value medium

4.53 4,53 4.58 4.58 0.67 0~66 0.67 0.67
(8.39) (8.37) (8.4~) (8.43) (I 8.6) (18.7) ( l 8.8) (18.9)

1.19 1.19 1 1.5 1.15 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
1.67) (1..66) (1.63) (1.62) (0..75) (0.74) (0.63) (0.63

1.36 1.35 1.23 1.23 0.06 0.05 0.04 0,04
(2.30) (2.27) (2.12) (2.1 l) (t.68/ (1.65~ (1.33) (1.33)

Loan/appra’ised value: high 1.57 1.53 1.43 1.43 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.08
(2.71) (2.64) (2.50) (2.48) (2.47/ (2.35) (2.17) (2il 3)

Tract Characteristics

Minority tract 0250 0.16 0.06 0.02
(3.oi) (0.88} (3.02/ (1.00)

Percentage of minority in neighborhood

Personal Characteristics

Race

0.008 0.0003 0.001 0.0004
(3.81) (1.29) (3.85) (1.33)

0.63 0.60 0.07 0.07
(3.72) (3.5I) ~3.57) (3.3 I)

Log o[ likelihood -845.3 -844.1 -838.0 -838.0

Adjusted R-squared 0.29 0.29 0:30 0.30

Number of obsetwations 2925 2925 2925 2925 2925 2925 2925 2925

% of Con’ectly F cedicted

"~ t-slatlstlCS, adiusted f’or hcterosccdasticitv and for gl’ouped elTors at tile tracl evel. are I13 parentheses.



Table VI
Estimated Coefficients of individual Characteristics

Dependent
variable=l if Logit Linear Probability

app!ication is
denied

Tract
Characteristic
Minority Tract 0.O9 0.02

(0.46) (0

% of Minority 0.002 0.0002
in Tract (0.63) (0.79)

Personal
Characteristic

Education -004 -0:04 -0,003 -0.003
(-1.83) (-~ .80) (-!.38)

Single 0.34 0 33 0:03 (/.(t3
(2.05) (2.00) (2,08) (2~05)

Number of 0.008 0.0(/7 0:0002 0:0002
Dependents t0.13) (0.12) tO~04) (0.03)

Age 0.006 0.006 0 0005 0.0005
(0.78) (0,76) (0.78) (0.74)

Female -0.21 -0~21 -0.02 -0.02
(-1.I6) (-118) (-1.23) (-1.25)

Race 0.61 0.59 0.07 o.o7
(3.51) (3.40) (3.38) (3.22)

Log Of -817.03 -817
Likelihood

Adjusted R- 0.29 0,29
squared

Observations 2872 2872 2872 2872

* t-statistics, adjusted for heteroscedasticit~ and for grouped errors at the
tract leve!, are in       parentheses



Table VII
Alternative Specifications for Redlining

Logit

Dependent Variable = 1 if application Nonlinear Steering, Redlining, Steering,Redlining, Nonlinear
is denied Redlining~ and Discrimination~ and Discrimination, Redlininga

includihg additional
personal

characteristics~

Linear Probability

Steering, Redlining,
and Discrimination~

Steering, Redlining,
and Discrimination,
including additional

personal
characteristicsb

Tract Characteristics

Minority Share: 50%-75% -0.02 0.02
(-0,05) (0.32)

Minority Share: 30%-50% -0 18 -0.02
(-0.52) (-0.43)

Minority Tract 0.22 0.38 0.3a 0.03 0.02 0.02

(I .05) (0.95) (0.86) (1.00) (0.57) (0.45)

Mindritv Tract ~ Race -0.27 -0.31 0.00t -0.004

(-0.54) (-0.64) (0.02) (0,07)
Personal Characteristics

Race 0.62 0.66 0.64 0.07 0.07 0.07

(~ .68) (3.70) (3.53) (3.46) (3.26) (3.14)

Log Likelihood -837.9 -837.8 -8 t 6.8

Adjusted R-squared 0.29 0.29 0 29

Number of Observations 2925 2925 2872 2925 2925 2872

These additional tract and race val’iables arc added to the base ecmation in Table V. Only the relevant coefficients are presented,
Those additional tract and race variables arc added to the base equation in table V alon~ with the t~crsonal characteristics of ~ender. marital status_ number of dependents.age.and cducahon.
Onl~ Ihe rclevanl ceol[~cmnls are prescnled.



Dependent variable = 1 if
application is denied

Tract Characteristics

Table VIII
Redlining Based on Alternative Tract Characteristics

Logit Linear Probability

% of Minority m tract

Minority Tract ’~ race

Personal Characteristics

Race

Log of Likelihood -745.3 -745.2 -745.2

Ad usted R-squared 0.31       0.31         0.31

Observations 2615 2615 2615 2615 2615 2615.

0.62 0.60 0.65 0 07 0.07" 0.07
(3.67) (.3.49) (3.66) (3.58) (3.3 t) (3.27)

0.002 0.0004
(0.51) (0.8~)

-0,26 0.0001
(-0.5 1) (0.00Z)

High boarded-up rate and high vacancy rate refer to boarded-up rates and vacancy rates greater ~,lran 0:I 2 and () 16
respectivel_v. Low income refers to median tract incomes less than $34.000. These additional tractand race ’variables
are added to the base equatmn m Table V. Only tl;e relevant coefficients are presented, t-stat~stms adiu~ted for
heteroscedastm~tv and For grouped errors at :he tract level, m parentheses.

High boarded-up rate~ 0.12 0 08 0.14 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01
(0.47) (0.31) (0.52) (-0.37) (-0.55) (~0.36)

High vacancy rate’~ -0.16 -0.17 -0.15 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01
(-0,50) (-0.53) ~-0.47) (~0.53) (-0.58) (-0.53)

Low income’~ 0.03 -0.003 0.02 0.003 -0 002 0.003
(0.10) (-0.01) (0.07) (0.0g) (-0.05) (0.08)

Rent/~ alue 0.60 0.60 0.60 0:07 0.07 0.07
(3.t5) (3.1"2) (3.1,~) (2.15) (2:t3) (2.15)

Minority tract 0.08 0.29 0,02 0.02
~0.28) {,0.62) (0.49) (0.34)



Table IX
Redlining anti the Decision to Require Private Mortgage Insurance

Dependent Variable = 1 it"
application is denied

Logit

Omitting
Observations
Denied PMI

Linear Probability

Omittimg
Observations
Denied PMI

Tract Characteristics
Denied Private Mortgage
Insurance

4.58
(8,43)

Minority, Tract

Personal Characteristfcs

l~ace

Log of Likelihood

Adjusted R-squared

Number of Observations

0.16 0.30 0.19 0.02 ,).05 003

(0.88) (1.69) (1.02) (1.00) (1.9 I) (1.19)

0.63 0.54 0.62 0 07 0.07 0.07
(3.72.) (3.38) (3.7.1) (3.57) (3.25) (3.46)

-838.00 -923.9 -820.00

2925 2925 2850

0.29

2925

0.21

2925

0 20

2850

of Correctly Predicted

t-statistics, adjusted for heteroscedasticitv and for grouped errors at the tract level, are in parentheses.



Table X
Redlhaing and the Decision to Require PlJvate Mm~gage Insurance

Linear Profability

Dependent variable = I if Personal Characteristics Personal Characteristics with
application is denied b~e model

Personal Characteristics with base
model and tract dummies

Constant 0.09 -0.24 -0.34

~ 5.82) (-6.69) (-3.88)

Education: less than high school 0.05 0.05 0.07
(0,84) (0 94) (1 23)

Education: greater than college -0.03 -0.02 -0.02
(-2.44) 61.33) (-1 48)

Female -0.02 -0.01 -0.02
(-0.92) (-0.61) (-I.20)

Age ~ 25 0 04 0.04 0-.04
( t.56) (1.88) (~.78)

Years in current line of 0.0009 0,002 0.002
employment (0 75) (1.57) (1.85)

Years in currem job -0.002 -0.001 -0.00 i
(-I.80) (- 1.39) (- 1,02)

Single 0.05 0.03 0.02
(2.96) (2.03) (! .23)

Number of dependents 0.01 0,003 0.006
(1.82) (0.44) ’0.9I)

0.17 0.08 0.08
(8,~9) (4.40) (3.26)

Adjusted R-squared 0.05 0.30 0.30

Observations 28 !7 2817 2817

1-statistics. adjusted for heteroscedasticity and for grouped errors at the tract level, are m parentheses
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